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SECOND U.N.i~CeEo MEMORANDUM ON SOCIAL
POLICY IN T}IE EnE.C.

Introduction
In its Memorandum on Social Policy of 9 December 1966, U.N.I.C.Eo
stated, in general terms, its ideas on the subject of a Community social
policy n
'
It is the purpose of this Memorandum to dPvelop these ideas within
the context of the new requirements of Eu1·opean integration.
As a preliminary, we should like to acknowledge the favourable
response accorded tv many of the points raised by U.N.I.CoE. in 1966.
This was particularly the case in connection wdh the free movement of
workers, social s~curity provisions for migrant workers and the reform
of the Europ~an Social F"undn However, the E,E.C. has to a very large extent
been able to attain the social objective assigned Lo it in the Treaty of Rome,
for insta.nce 11 constantly improving the living aud working conditions of their
peoplea 11 (Treaty preamble) , as well as an "accelerated improvement in
the standa:..-d of living'' (Article 2). Private eni.erprise has to a very large
extent contributed to thP- attainment of these objectives o
At the sam"! time . it is regrettable that Member States have not, as
part of tl:..;, close coHaboration between Membe1 States provided for in
.A.rticlc lle .::,f the Ron'l~ Tre ... ty,. directed their social policies so as to
achieve the "convergence in the development of national social systems 11
desired by U .N .I. C.E .. and referred to in point 17 of its 1966 Memorandum.
All too often, Member States have passed laws which took no account of
trends in the social policies in neighbouring countries, thereby hindering
any nat11ra.l tendency for policies to converge~ fo it inconceivablf' that.
national governments should keep one another informed or ~ven con,iult
with each other before introducing a bill on social legislation ?
The attitude of national legislators previously referred to would seem
today to be completely incompatible with the wishes of the Governments
expressed at the Paris Conference in 197 2 which clearly emphasized the·
need to give greater consideration to social aspects of European integration.

•

2.

U. N. I. C.E .. also believes a strengthened 1::1ocial policy is the
necessary concomitant of Economic and Monetary Union. Progress w
these two spheres should be closely correlated and go hand in hand since
any social progress must be based on corresponding progress in the
economic sphereo
Moreover, in response to the wish expressed in the final Communique of the Paris Summit Conference, :.N.I.C.E, may consider
"an increasing share by both sides of industry in the social decisions
of the Community 11 ,,
When considering the actual content of a programme of social
harmonisation. it is U.N,.1.C.E.'s opinion that three basic principles
must be observed, viz.
l.

Respect for the autonomy of employers and labour and for the
individual responsibiliti,!S ot th,~ enterprisc>

z.

The need to coordinate social policy, i.e. to ensure a definite
alig~ment which will eliminate. differences which are too marked
without aiming for a Utopia, bringing all social provisions up to
the highest existing level. No economic system would be able to
bear the financial burden which this would involve.

3.

It is vital, when drafting a Community Social Policy, to ensure that
European companies will be able to cornpete effectively with companies in other highly industrialised areas, if their growth or even
their existence is not to be threatened.

In this Memorandum U~N.I.C.E. expands the ideas set out in
December 1966 on the main aspects of Community social policy.
1.

The first chapter, examines employment policy.

z~

The 1'.1:e . .norand-.Lm then discuJses re;,ljstic poss.ibibties for
relations at Community level.

3.

The lhiru chapte1 deals with the improvement of working and living
conditions in industry.

4.

In the fourth chapter, U.N.I.C.E. explains what it means by the
word "dialogue" in ter.ms of worker participation in company
management.

5.

The report then describes U.N"I.C.E. 1 s wages policy.

6.

Finally, the Memorandum recognizes the constraints involved in
harmonizing social security systems.
X
X
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1.

EMPLOYMENT POLICY

For several years U.N.I.C.E. has 6treased the need for a
dynamic employment policy as a necessary part of Economic and Monetary
Union.
Such a policy can only be achieved by collaboration with both sides
of industry both at national and Community level. The role of the Standing
Committee on Employment will become increasingly important to this
effect.
The Community still has to solve a number of employment problems
of a qualitative and quantitative nature, but whereas in the past such a
policy had to deal mainly with short-term economic difficulties, the '
Comm,mity is now being faced increasingly with problems of a structural
nature.
These structural problems relate primarily to the regions and
to cert~in groups of workers.
I.

There are regions in the Community where structural unemployment could never be completely eliminated and where a relatively
large number of unemployed and under-employed are still to be
found.

2.

In other parts of the Community, the main problems in the field of
employment result from rapid technological development, intraCommunity and international competition and changes in consumer
spending.

3.

In certain Member States, there is considerable unemployment

among certain groups because of ~!-ieir nature (female workers, young,
old or t.andicapped workers).

In the future, Community labour poli.cy will tend to be influenced
by a shortage of manpower in the medium and long term, although
outstanding unemployment problems remain in certain countries. The
relative reduction in the working population as a proportion of the total
population, increases in the length of vocational training and of holidays,
combined with a reduction in the number of working hours will all contr i bute to this. It will require considerable effort to meet the demand for
a labour force that is sufficiently qualified and appropriate to the requirements of modern technology. In this respect, more emphasis on permanent training, should be stressed.
Supply and demand on the labour market can be balanced by encouraging both the geogTaphical and vocational mobility of sufficiently
qualified workers seeking employment and by using incentives compatible
with a market economy to attract investment towards regions where a
large labour force is available. This should be enhanced by greater effort

4.

in the development oi production techniques.
X

X

X

U.N.IeC.E. believes that the following measures would help to
solve these problems :

I.
A dynamic employme.n t and vocational training policy should be
pursued within the Community" The aim of this employment policy should
be to create and maintain a high level of employment in all the regions
of the Community, and the policy should be carefully coordinated with the
Community's economic policy, particularly short te:::-m economic policy,
as well a~ industr.1.al, agri<-ultural and :regional policy.
2.
The prerequisites of a common employment policy are readily
available statistics sharing the state of the labour market and improved
forecasting techniques. Special attention should be given in :J-.is context
to new possibilities afforded by da.ta processing, particularly the coordinatio.n of information systems to make possible the standardi z.ation
of data .•
3.
The most important requirement of a dynamic employment policy
is a selective regio:ial and structural polic}:'._ wLich enables the encouragement o{ more balanced economic development within the Community.
It is , therefore, important to do everything possible to create sufficient
jobs in regions where there is underemployment, begin1!ing with expanding
sectors of industry. However, this will only be possible if consideration
is given to the profit factor. Special attention should also be given to the
transfer of labour from the agricultural sector. Finally, it should be
recalled that at the Paris Stanmit Conference, particular stress was laid
on the need for a 1·f!gional poJi.cy in foe Community.
4r
Vocational training is a key problem. Every worker should be
P.nab.i.ed to pe..cform the JOb foT wbich he iE best su:ted .,;>hy:;;~cally an<l
intellectually, making due allowance for the trends of the labour market

Vocational trairiing should not be directed solely towi rds providing
the qualifications ne..:essary for exis ,ing jobs but should also serve as a
basis for further craining anc'l/or retraining. This should be carried out
in close cooperation with individual companies.
Because the chance of staying in certain types of jobs is decreasing
it is important that occupa.tional mobility be improved. At the same time,
training standards within the Community should be coordinated, while
respecting the originality of the methods and means which produced the
standards of each country.
A continuous exchange of ·information on the methods used is
obviously necessary. It is equally essential, to work towards clarification
of the meaning of qualifications and diplomas awarded in each Member

'>.
State, if labour mobility is to be encouraged.
5.

In the future, the Community will be unable to do without a substan-

tial number of migrant workers. Freedom of acceHs to all sources of
labour is an additional way of ensuring full employment as will as employment that is better in qualitative terms. It will be necessary to
ensure a satisfactory balance between the implementation of the principle
of priority for the Community labour market and employers 1 freedom of
access to all sources of manpower.
Now that legal obstacles have been abolished, the free movement of
workers should be encouraged.
6.
The Community should also actively seek solutions to problems
connected with the employm,lnt of specific classes of workers (female
workers, the young and the old, handicapped workers). It is particularly
worthy of note that in future, the structure of employment will be
characterised by an increasing proportion of old people in the population
as a whole. U.N.I.C.E. also wishes to stress new problems connected
with the ~mployment of women.
Finally, the integration of handicapped workers, whose number is
unfortunately steadily increasing, requires common measures by all
Member States.
X

X

X

To achieve a dynamic and selective employment policy, the Community has the following instruments available : on one hand, the renovated Social Fund with its considerably increased resources and, on the
other hand, the European Investment and Development Bank, the EAGGF
and the European Regional Development Fund.
Clearly, the Member States must provide all the Community agencief·
with the means they need in order to carry out their work of implementing
the Community employment policy decided upon by the Council of Ministers.
X

X

II.

X

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS IN THE COMMUNITY

1.
Industrial relations in the various Community countries have developed within very different institutional frameworks. The enlargement
of the Community will introduce new models which it will be even hardor
to reconcile, trade union structures and social climate are also very
different in each country.

6.
In some countries, although powerful workers organisations will
sometimes oppose the social and economic systems, they will still be
willing to make contracts with employers. In others, an improtant proportion of trade union membership is dominated by a spirit of irreconcilable dispute and impedes the development of stable and orderly industrial relations and seeks to maintain a climate of permanent conflict.

z.

Although this situation would justify reservations and scepticism
with regard to a European policy for industrial relations, there are
nonetheless points at which policies converge. For instance, all employers• organsations share a philosophy of industrial relations based on
the idea of dialogue with workers I representatives.
3.
Employers may, therefore, consider implementing an acf ive policy
of industrial relations at Community level but this will only be possible
if one essential conditic,n is fulfilled in every country of the Community.
The recent histo1,y of social policy in the six countries shows how h. ttle
consideration has been given to the European dimension. Governments and
industrial organisations in each country should take into account the
social policies of the other memberstates when developing their own.
The desire to promote industrial relations at European level thus
indicates the development of a new attitude by both the public authorities
and employ~rs and workers in the Member States.
4.
Despite these difficulties, industrial dialogue at European level
has already started to be a reality.
U ,, N ,I. C .E o calls for a dialogue which should take place in a welldefined context and on certain conditions. It will be necessary to decide
a}

the level at which such a dialogue would be conducted (within an
industry or at national level)

b)

the contents of the dialogue.

On certain subjeci.s referred to in 1-·a.ragraph 5 below, U. N. I. C. E.
will not in principle and a priori oppose any contractual solution at
European level when it seems feasible and desirable in specific cases,
so long as it takes account of the general development of the Community
and its political integration. Social harmonization cannot be achieved
solely by means of laws and regulations.
5.
If this attitude may be, adopted with regard to contacts at national
level between industries, the sarne is not true of contacts at the sectoria1
level. The obvious danger here is that the Community's social policy
might develop in a fragmenLary manner with each sector of industry
entering into agreements regardless of agreements concluded in other
sectors. Should the fact that joint committees would work under the
aegis of the Commission of the European Communities provide a sufficient
guarantee of coherence for the Community• s social policy as a whole ?

7•

4!

. If, h(?wever, despite tl~ese dangcrb a d1alPg11t' were to dt•vclnp .il
the s1ngle-1ndust.ry level, this could only take µ'al<~ 1n close voord1nalw11
with the Employers 1 Liaison Committee which v1ould take care that any
arrangement made at single-industry level would remain in the trarnework of an overall social poL cy. It should also be added that the joint
committees for each sector of industry would only be able to deal with
those questions particular to the sector concerned and to the extent
that these matters might be the subject o: harmonization under the Rome
Treaty.
Bilateral contacts between European trade um.on organisations
interested in the development of this dialogue can also take place on the
fringe of formal consultafr.re insLtuL.on.s~ Furthermore, U.N.I.C.E.
has already organised such contacts in the past,

6.

What would be the content of such a dialogue ? It is already being
urged in spheres such as employment and vocational training where
there are more chances of finding definite questions on which employers
and workers are both liable to agreement. The dialogue could also
be extended to problPms of a more general nature. All countries in
Europe are at present faced with the acute problem of inflation, of which
one of the main causes is too great an increase in wages and salaries. It
is conceivable that a dialogue on this subject with the trade union organisations, should they wish to take part, would be less heated and conse. quently more fruitful at European level. The development of an attitude
that is hostile to industrialisation might also bring to light interests
shared by employel's 1 and workers I organisations.
There are some who consider that industrial relationships should
be established on the basis of collective agreements. It is U .N. I. C. E. 1 s
opinion that this is not necessarily so.
The legal obstacles to such instruments have often been listed :
national laws do not cohl.cide on such basic questions as the nature of
conlractual ob1igatior,::;. the capacity of the p..i.1 ties, lhe effrcls of a ,re(
n1ents on employers and workers who ar ... not affiliated to the signatory
organisations t the obligation to maintain indus Lrial peace, ( l) the role
of the government ~tc, Moreover, the enlargement of the Community
has further complicated the situation by making it necessary to take into
account systems very different from those existing in the original countries of the Community. At the moment, therefore, it is impost;iblc
to envolve a c')mmon European legal system on collective agreemm1t.h.
The devising of a European law on this subject will require lengthy and
difficult work which has not yet been commenced.
--------...--

In addition to these legal obstacles, there are greater difficulties
which result from the concept of contract at obligation held by the trade
unions. It is essentially the attitudes of both siJ.es of industry which ma.ke
for a solid and effective system of collective agreements. The trade
unions as a whole must show that they are ready to as ::;ume the responi:;ibility and the discipline inherent 1.n a European system of collective
bargaining.

(1) This refers to the "Frieden spflicht" i<lea, prevailing in the German
Federal Republic,

').

"iii

U.N.I.C.E. would like to stress lhe 11nportance of st1ch problemi:;,
linked as they are to the need to devise solutions which enable tht> goal
of increased efficiency to be more satisfactorily ;:;ombined with respect
for th~ individual.
3.
This is why cooperation at Community level would appear especially
desirable :

a)

to agree on concerted action to eliminate factors of risk or harm
and to improve the working environment.

b)

to
ncourage the sLudy, on the basis of scientific analyses, of the
psychological and physiological repercussions of technical and
organisational progress and tu ~;eek means of adjustment and
new ways of avoiding negative consequences? This involves reference to ergonomics and in\luAtrial medicine.

4.
At the level of the individual firm, the basic human need for maximum job satisfaction should bP- P,nc<rnra.ged. To achieve this objective
&12d ensure conscious involvement, an efficient s ys tern should be set up
for information and communication about the main aspects of the firm's
activities, as much for the individual worker as for their representative
bodies. It is, in particular, a question of achieving the best possible
combination of man and machine while giving the necessary priority to
the human factor.
An appropriate training programme can be of great importance
here, as was discussed earlier in this report.
Furthermore, concrete action at individual firm level cannot be
either simple or multivalent, it must be the result of compromise.
What we are concerne<l with here is a number of problems whose
nature and emphasis vary according to the sector of industry concerned;
conditlo1s of ~h1° ::!n~rironmen~ .iru·,idf ancl cu(.:idf' the firm and individual
needs which vary accord.1.ng to ag{.: 1 sex, ducation and physical and
psychological athtudeF', dl of which make it extremely diffic,.lt to decide
on the exact cour~e of action to be t:lkenn
5.
U.N.l.C.E. would like to state its readiness to study the ways and
means of improving 3.lJ aspects of work organisation and working conditior.s. It is important to stress that the aims we have mentioned will
only be fulfilled if all those concerned in the production process cooperate in their achievement .•
However, whether at Community or national level, these are not
matters which ca.n be put right by legislation. At Community level, the
role of U.N.I.,CnE., as well af: that of the Commission of the European
Communities, must be to make people aware of the need to do something
and to provide some guidance, but it ie at the level of the individual
firm that specific measures must he decided upon and taken.

l Cl.

At national level, industrial and employen;' organisations will
.~ seek the ways and means of solving problemB at rn<ltvidu .. l firm leve1.
This could be done in cooperation with trade urn.on representatives
and representatives of the firm's staff.
X

X

lV.

X

VvORKER PARTICIPATION

1.
In order to ens.1re the profitability which is a proof of its social
usefulness, a firm must effectively associate all the factors contributing

to its exestence.
This need does not vary according to the origin or the legal status
of the firm nor according to the legal sys tern within which it operates.
The stipulations that govern its creation, life, and internal and external
relaticins may either increase or reduce its effectiveness but do not
provide for it.

z.
This means that the reality of a firm, which is in constant evolution,
should not be approached from the purely philosophical or ideological
point of view but from a more objective standpoint.
It is, in fact, clear that private initiative has been the cause of
considerable progress in the economies of countries in Western Europe
and its virtues and benefits, when set agaiqst the disadvantages unavoidable in any work of man, show a definite credit balance.
3.
The role of the worker has, however, taken increasing importance
within the firm. This is due to a number of factors including a greater
consideration for human values, new s c:ales of relationships as the size
of firms increases, a general raising of t.he level of education, an
increased awareness on the part of mida:e management as an essential
factor contributing to the smooth-running of the company, the development
of trade unions and an increase in social security contributions.
The successful running of a firm depends upon the degree of interest
it arouses in its workers. This interest, which is largely a matter of
personal relations wi~h the heacl of the firm in a smaller company, fades
and often disappears in larger companies.
It is basically this gradual estrangement which has given rise to
actions and movements to encoura~e ''worke:c participation". The n~apo111;,!
to this desire varies accordiz:ig to circumstance and Hi freq1.t'!ntly i11t1pi n•cl
by considerations of a doctrinal or academic natur~.
4;
It is U.N.I.C.E. 1 s opinion. that the individual's need for "participation", which becomes greater with increasing maturity and is

Il •

aorpetimes exacerbated by feelings of insecurity, !.ihould be met at two
]fvels.
Firstly, it should be met at the level of conLnually up-dated know-

ledge of the operation and fortunes of the industrial or commercial unit
in which the worker is employed .. Not all workers wish to accept responsibilities and take management decisions or to be involved in making a
choice from a wide range of possiblities w,,.ch such decisions require ..
But workers do wish to be informed of the context within which they work
and of any changes it undergoes e Their jobs and living standards are
involved here and this becomes more and more apparent as the rate of
development increases.

In all the E.E.C. countries, employers 1 organisations recom1nend
the need for a continuous dialogue between management and workers,
through their appointed representatives and the appropriate joint bodies,
so that workers can be given regular information about the market,
results achieved and the prospects of the firm, and so that consultations
can take place on problems of organisation and labour relations which
directly effect workers I activity.

:A special but increasingly important problem arises from the sort
of participative dialogue mentioned above ; it is vital to find the right
form for it to take so that it meets the genuine aims of the work force.
The actual methods used to achieve this common aim may vary
since the powers assigned, the subjects discussed and the form of representation used may not always be identical but rather adapted to suit the
stage of development of the social dialogue.
Since a dialogue of this kind is generally accepted in principle,
U.N.I.C.E, is also in favour of consultations taking place between the
management of European companies founded on the basis of the new statute
and a multi-national body representing the employees of the company ..

It is questionable whether this kind ot participation meets a need
and fully satisfies the aspirations of the worker who is much more motivated by his immediate environ.tnent, the way in which his activity is
organised and carried out in his team, workshop or department.
To meet these aspirations, it is not enough to lay down formal rulP-t:i
giving r.ights and imposing obligation:;. Consideration should be given lo
the likelihood of job level discussions (which do not affect the firm's
efficiency} requiring a more psychological and sociological approach and
more pilot experiment!:3. as well as involvement amongst personnel at all
levels.

X

X

V.

l.

X

WAGES POLICY

General objectives

The basic aim of a wages policy at Community level sho1.1ld be to help
to improve workers 1 actual standards of liv.mg witho 1..1t setting at risk the
objectives of economic union, such as price stability, full employment
and equilibrium in the balance of payments, while ensuring a satisfactory
rate of economic growth.
Various attempts to enforce a policy of this kin rl at national level
have so far only met with limited sucess and the results, taking into
account, the effect of such policies on the unit costs of work, have not
been convincing.
The differences in wage levels and structures within countries,
regions .and sectors is too great at the present time.
Consequently, until a sufficient degree of integration has been
achieved with the Community, it will be impossible to consider a Community, i. e. supranational, wages policy. Any· attempt to enforce a policy of
this kind would be to disregard the realities of
situation.

In fact, a wages policy can only be constructed by means of a close
link with the achievement of economic, monetary and conjunctural policief,;.
However, the estimated effects of a wages policy justify the effort
to achieve a gradual approximation of national wages policies.

z.

Enforcement problems

It will certainly be ~xtrernely difficult to produce a Community
wages policy embracing the wide range of >rac tices and contingencJ.es
encountered in the various countries,
However, common gµidelines for harmonisation should be drawn up
as a basis for national wages policies. When doing this, it will be necpssary to bear certain important correlations in mind :
~}

Wage increases sho,uld not proceed more rapidly that the growth
in productivity throughout the economy as a whole. Obviously, the
connection betwee,n ili~se two factors is not recognised, this kind
of pQlicy would on).y s,~rve to further increase inflation. Moreover,
the very existence of firms would sooner or later be threatened.

b)

ID view of the relationships existing between wages and employment

'1

policies, Member States should endeavour to harmonise their own
wages policy with Community employment policy. OtherwiBe the

lL

effects of the latter are liable to be ,:arn:.elled out by 1neai,urf's
taken in respect of wages at national level. Any wages policy mu6l,
on the contrary, make it possible to maximis,e employment w1Utin ·
the Community in both quantitative and qualitative terms.
c)

Similarly, there must be correlation between the different wages
policies as well as between regional, short-term economic and
industrial policies of the Communit 1 ,

It should be pointed out that in attempting to achieve a wages policy
at Community level, it is important to make sure that the autonomy of the
parties to the collective agreement and the terms negotiated are respected.
3.
a)

Particular problems
Mention should be made here of the problem of wage categories.
HI an inn easing tendency to reduce the
number of such categories. U. N. I. C. E. is of th<-' opinion that
there are two dangers to be avoj<led, vi:1,. too ~real ,i number of
such categories and an excesajve compression of wage scaleb. It a;
essential to maintain a wage scale which is wide enough to show
seniority differentials, in order to keep alive the desire for vocational training and, more generally, for promotion. The structure
of these wage scales can only be maintained if wages are increased in
proportion to earning levels. Any other solution would lead in the
long term to a levelling out of wages.

In some countries there

b)

One factor which must not be ignored in devising a wages policy is
that of social security. Wage costs are in fact made up of direct
a.nd indirect wages. Contributions to social security made by
employers are fairly heavy, particularly in those countries where
direct wages are lowest, U .N._I. c._E. i• of the opinion that burdens
developing on the community at large should not be imposed on firms
by means of indirect wages.

c)

Then again there is a noticeable trenu in several Community countrie:
towards payment on a monthly oasis. The status of wage-earners
and salary-earners could indeed be brought closer if this were done
gradually according to the situation. However, a sudden changeeve:r.
to monthly payment could have effects on the economies of the
member countries which it would be difficult to withstand. Phased
introduction is therefore essential. Another undesirable result of
a general changeover to monthly payment could be an unwar r&nted
increase in absenteeisln.

X

X

X

14.
Vl.

SOCIAL SECURITY

1.
The usefulness of social security has been accepted by everyor1e
in the Community, and over the past twenty years, its importance has
steadily increased. Social benefits constitute a quarter or more of
available household income ~l) ; most of these payments come from
social security which has now become a c rnerstohe in the organisation
of society.

It would be desirable for the E. E. C. to move in the long term
towards a common philosophy regarding the respective responsibilities
of public authorities, employers and workers for social security matters.
Social security is composed of a nu1nber of complex institutions
having such varied social, economic, financial and political repercussions
that they can only be harmonised rn the very long term. The development
of social security in the flenee of pro14re,rn cannot bC' qi1eHtjone<l but tt,rn

prowr••• ,nuet allow for

80(:iO-f!('OllOfnl( ii.nd hiPJt<,ncal co1lllllKE!flCi('1l
which have cauaed .,Heh country, ov11r a h.trge ,,er1od oi evolution, lo
cho Ute the 1ocia.l auscurity eya1tem~ it ,oneidered most approprialt! to its

needs.
Finally, the mandatory systems cannot assume responsibility for
all types of risks for everyone. Given the fact that the funds available
for social security b.mefits are limited, it is necessary to concentrate
them on the more important risks. Standards of living have now risen
considerably and the individual must take his share of the responsibility
through private insurances.

Z.

Scope of social security

U.N.I.C.E. agrees in this connection with the. definitions contained
in !LO. Convention No. 102 for 11 mini1num social security norm 11 •
Eowever, even if the iv1e1nber ~tat~s have adoptt:d d1e,'f.: general definitions,
the forms which social security t•kes in t.ue various count.ries still differ
considerably.
Since, the setting up of the various branches of social security over
the past 80 years, each national economy has made its own choice as to the
specific needs to be covered and the way in which schemes were to be
financed. Fundamental dif~ere.nces a.re seen to exist between the five
branches of industrial accfqenti sickness, disablement pensions, retirement. and widows, unemployment and family allowances.
Moreover, social development has confirmed the need for the selfemployed to enjoy certain social security benefits. Future organisation
of the social security system will not be able to ignore this need.

(1) Between 22 % in Italy and 30 % in the Netherlands (Social Stati8tica
of the Statistical Office of the European Communities - Book n "l/197 l)

1 5.

Studies so far carried out at Co1nmuo1ly lt:ivcl un the subJet t ot
social security allowances have resulted from the practical requirements
of regulations governing social security provision for migrant workers.
They were necessarily incomplete because lhey did not include complementary schemes which, according to international comparisom, are of
great importance in supplementing the defidencies in state schemes.

Moreover, studies hitherto carried out do not show the overlap
with the public sector especially in sickness insurance, permanent-health
insurance and disability insurance.
A valuable means of acquiring information about social security
would be the proposed elaboration of social security budgets in Europe.

4.

Harmonisation of be·nefits

The first thing to be said in this connection 1s that any harmonif.iation
will be lengthy and arduous because it involves basic rethinking on these
subjects. Moreover, needs differ widely according to country, region,
demography etc. At the same time, there have been set llp within ea<'h
member country, health and hospital services which could not be harmonised because their origin lies in a philosophy of the duties of the State which
is far from accepted by public opinion in other Member States.
During the Conference on Social Security organised by the Commission
of the European Communities in December l 96l, it was justly stated that
social security provision in the six Member States had gradually progressed. It has always been U.N.I.C.E. 1 s wish that national legislators
should work towards harmonisation at Community level by natural convergence.
Moreover, there should b~ no mistake about the possible extent of an·,
harmonisation of '::>e:1efi:s "vithin 'the E.E.C- As \v'·.:! have a:.ready pointe1
out, realities and needs differ widely withi .. the Community • They must
be met through aciequate though not nee er sa rily identical means. It would
be difficult and useless to aim for complete harmonisation of benefitt.
which could not be expected in the medium term. The point should also be
made that wage levels will always vary within the Community according
to sectors and regions•.
However, U.N.I.C.E. believes that efforts should be made to reduce
differences within a single sys_tem which art! too great. Social security
benefits under the various syst~ms must be brought closer together, the
first task being to do away with excessive differences so as to place on a
similar footing both the workers receiving the benefits and the employers
paying for them.
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muat be considered m close correlation with the economic growth of the
E. E. C. and the burdens the latter is able to bear.
Represeutatives of industry state that where this problem of
financing social security effects p1oductio1' coats unevenly it gives rise to
economic distortions between countries. 1 nere could also be a deadlock
where the financing of social security had too widely differing effects on
the hourly wage rate, as well as on worker's earnings.

On specific issues, U. N. I. C. E. would make the following observations :
additional costs de L"iving from the financing of social security
should be as1;,cssed globaly in terms of employers! costs in
general.
the financing of social security, particularly in connection with
pensions, haF departed from the actuar,.al principles which were
accepted in the past. Most countries have, at least as far as their
etatut.ory systems are concerned, abandoned the insurance
principle in favour of that of burden sharing implying solidarity
with future generations . One might ask in this connection if the
burden fallin~ on these generations will be related to their ability
in view of the current demographic trends.

In many countries, financing the social security system is part
oi incomcc policy. This m~ans on the one hand that the law has
to indicate the amount and distribution of contributions between
employers and employees, thereby disturbing the independence
of both sides of industry in collective bargaining, while on the
other hand, it results in an increasing fiscalisation of the receipts
01 <.: .c.,.-1:ain h,·ap.c 1 11:;i:; oi svci.d.J secu nty. ri~ '"e too the policies of
Iv1emb(..r States differ.
U. N. L C. E. cannot approve of the use of social security as a
means of redist:!.·ibuting ir.come in fav0ur oi certain sections of the population. Such a policy would wrongly ex<.;eed the implementation of the
principles of ,olidarity undel'lying social security.

6.

C··~:::.botation of both sides of industry in the sphere of social security

The institutions of
and labour have c.ontributed
cooperation and agr~~ment,
should continue to progi·ess

socicl.l security systems to which employe rR
have proved most useful in achieving mutual
and U.N.I.C.E. is convinced that they
on that road.

